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Season of mists 

 

“The years of war saw the mark lose three quarters of its purchasing power. The years of peace 

saw the process speed up, as the borrowing continued, and at first it had its friends. ‘I am not 

afraid of inflation,’ said Walter Rathenau, tycoon and minister, later murdered by two proto-Nazis. 

‘People are wrong when they say that printing money is bringing us to ruin. We ought to print 

money a bit faster, and start construction works.’ He has his followers today.” 

 

- Christopher Fildes, reviewing ‘The downfall of money: Germany’s hyperinflation and the 

destruction of the middle class’ by Frederick Taylor in ‘The Spectator’, 7th September. 

 

 

 

Autumn naturally lends itself to a mixture of retrospection and introspection. The bright and 

sunny certainties of summer are replaced by the cloudier anticipations of the winter to come. As 

the crops are gathered in, the days darken, and chill. And as animal spirits start to wane with the 

weakening sun, problems that swelled up during the heat of summer start finally to decay and 

reveal themselves. It is not typically in the Halloween month of October (the 1987 Crash was only 

a blip, after all) but during the mistier days of September when the market’s shadowy errors start 

to walk abroad.  

 
Five years ago yesterday, a second tier US investment bank filed for bankruptcy protection, and 

the global financial system suffered the equivalent of a heart attack. What could have happened ? 

Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JP Morgan, was one who could see the writing on the wall. Here is what 

he told his senior colleagues on a teleconference call from his home on Saturday September 13, 

2008, as recounted by Andrew Ross Sorkin in ‘Too Big To Fail’: 

 

“You are about to experience the most unbelievable week in America ever, and we have to 

prepare for the absolutely worst case.. We need to prepare right now for Lehman Brothers filing 

[for bankruptcy].. And for Merrill Lynch filing.. And for AIG filing.. And for Morgan Stanley filing.. 

And potentially for Goldman Sachs filing.. 

 

“There was a collective gasp on the phone.” 

 

Lehman Brothers may have gone down, but the rest of the US investment banking system was 

saved in a wild orgy of government intervention and emergency stimulus paid for, as always, by the 

taxpayer.  
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Fifteen years ago this month, a monstrously overleveraged US hedge fund started haemorrhaging 

cash after incurring unsustainable losses in the credit markets. What could have happened if the 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York had not orchestrated a $3.6 billion bailout of the business ? 

Consider the institutions who participated in the bailout of Long-Term [sic] Capital Management: 

they included Barclays; Credit Suisse; Deutsche Bank; Goldman Sachs; Merrill Lynch; JP Morgan; 

Morgan Stanley; UBS; SocGen; Paribas. And Lehman Brothers. Since Bear Stearns refused to 

participate, they got theirs in 2008 and were swept up into JP Morgan via the Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York (again). 

 

But as finance is possibly the most heavily regulated (if not, perhaps, the best regulated) industry in 

the world, banks can ultimately only cause as much damage as their governments permit them to. 

So when governments prove clueless over monetary policy, look out below. 21 years ago today, 

the pound sterling was ethnically cleansed from the European Exchange Rate Mechanism, largely 

because it had, not for the first time in a grand international currency plan, entered at the wrong 

rate. The markets scented blood, on the presumption that the Bank of England would not plausibly 

raise UK interest rates to defend a currency parity in the middle of a domestic recession. The 

markets were right. The UK Treasury estimated the cost to the country of the ERM debacle at 

£3.4 billion. ‘Central Banking’ magazine wrote that 

 

“It is just as if [then Chancellor] Norman Lamont had personally thrown entire hospitals and 

schools into the sea all afternoon.” 

 

The FT’s Gillian Tett recently asked (in her article ‘Insane financial system lives post-Lehman’) 

whether our financial system was any safer or saner, five years after Lehman Brothers went bump 

in the night. Some of her conclusions: 

 

 The big banks are now bigger, not smaller (and were, as Andrew Ross Sorkin’s title alludes, 
already too big to fail five years ago) 

 The system depends more than ever on faith in central banks 

 The US government-backed housing finance agencies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac now 
account for more than 90% of the US mortgage market. 

 

Ms Tett notes that these unresolved issues “are a potent illustration of the law of unintended 

consequences, and a powerful reminder of the vast amount of work still to be done before we 

have a financial world that looks both safe and sane”.  

 

She gracefully concedes, 

 

“..what sparked this piece is simply a realisation that some things which I thought would 

“obviously” happen after 2008 did not happen – i.e. as a journalist, some of my predictions were 

wrong. I expected banks to shrink, the shadow banking world to decline, bankers to be 

prosecuted and the backlash against the elite to swell. It didn’t happen.” 

 

But our own primary function is not to make political or social forecasts, but to protect our 

clients’ capital. And it is clear that some of our own predictions, or fears, if you like, have so far 

proven to be wrong – most notably, that as central banks engaged in a competitive race to the 

bottom in currency devaluation, and pledged ever greater amounts of stimulus by way of printed 

money, then gold (and closely related assets) would act as a store of value that would protect our 

investors’ purchasing power in a way that paper money never can, or will. But the game is not yet 

over, and we would hate to abandon a strategy on the basis that over the shorter term, the 

market price action has yet to vindicate that strategy. We maintain that the fundamentals remain 



supportive: extravagant and unsustainable sovereign debt loads; colossal uncertainty over both 

sovereign and banking sector solvency – particularly in the euro zone – and an unprecedented 

faith in central bankers that is unlikely to be justified. As Ms Tett also points out, 

 

“..these days all manner of assets are now being propped up by a sunny investor belief that central 

bankers know what they are doing with quantitative easing; even though nobody has tried it on 

this scale before, or knows how to exit.” 

 

“I am not afraid of inflation,” said Walter Rathenau.. 

 

But we are. And we are also afraid of the impact on all risk assets when the tide for government 

bonds appears to be on the turn. So we see every reason to maintain the highest levels of pan-

asset diversification, and to focus exclusively on deep valuation as the primary driver for 

ownership of traditional investments such as debt and international equities.  

 

Five years after Lehman, banks are still at risk. 15 years after LTCM, shadow banks are still at risk. 

Most ominously, 21 years after sterling’s ERM disaster, governments and their central banking 

stooges (not least in the euro zone) still seem to believe that in a fight between the state and the 

markets, the state will win. We are not so sure. Voltaire said that doubt was uncomfortable but 

certainty was ridiculous. Any investor with certainty today is a madman. We still think the future is 

extraordinarily uncertain, and our portfolios are positioned accordingly. Some comfort, at least, as 

the days start to cool and the nights draw in. 
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